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[IMPORTANT]
- This is a Novice Pack for Tree of Savior which is Free to Play.

- You may only use this DLC product on servers located in the NA region. Please make sure you are purchasing a product
for your region.

- This product is comprised entirely of in-game content. There will be no separate downloadable contents.

[Contents]
The Tree of Savior - Novice Pack includes the following:

1 x 15-day Event Token

- Receive premium benefits for 15 days! Please note that this Token will not increase personal trade counts.
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65 Tree of Savior Points (TP) - In-game Premium Currency ($7 value)

- Use to purchase premium consumables

30 x Highly Condensed HP & SP potions

- Keep adventuring further with the help of these potions!

30 x Small Stamina Pills & Lv2 Movement Speed Potions

- Take one more step in your journey before taking a break!

10 x Soul Crystals

- Rise from the cold earth to keep the fight going!

10 x Megaphones

- Talk to your friends and make trades across the entire server!

10 x Warp Scrolls

- Move between locations at a fraction of the time!

Information on the Novice Pack items and TP:

1. The items will be sent to your in-game message box via GM message that will be accessible after Team creation. You may
choose which character you wish to give the items to from the GM message.

2. You may only receive the items on one server so please choose carefully.

3. There will be no time limit on when you can redeem your items. You may decide to receive them at the time of your choice.

4. Token benefits cannot be paused / restarted once the Token is used. Please make sure you wish to receive the benefits before
using Tokens.

5. Using a new Token will cause it to overwrite the benefits of existing Tokens. Please be careful when using Tokens.

6. TP obtained from the passes can be used to purchase premium items from the TP shops in the cities.

Please contact tossupport@imc.co.kr if you have any questions or trouble with the DLC.
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Title: Tree of Savior - Novice Pack for NA Servers
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Core 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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Good if you like motion sickness :) :) ;). Game is still early access, but support devs like Jonas.
I encountered a bug in the game yesterday. Messaged on the discussion board to let the dev know, dev asked if I could send
through the save file. Did this too. Dev not only patches the bug SAME DAY, but sends me back my save file, with the bug
fixed, so I could continue my game.
The game is still a work in progress, but it's enjoyable today, and it's in great hands.. Please Note: While I DO Recommend this
game, for the most part, I recommend it ONLY if you have someone to play it and a controller. Otherwise, despite my love for
TFS, it's hard to recommend it or anyone playing by themselves and\/or WITHOUT a controller. This game is almost
EXCLUSIVELY MULTIPLAYER. While there is TECHNICALLY a single player mode, all it really does is give you a chance
to practice maneuverability, attacking, and getting used to a character(Which by and large ISN"T a bad thing). That being said,
voice acting, music and character designs are fantastic! When I CAN play the game, it is really enjoyable.

Overall if you just want to support TeamFourStar and\/or want a couch game to play with some friends, go ahead and get the
game. Otherwise, you're better off waiting for updates.
. Oh, Jack, where did you go wrong with 3? It's slow, the bad jokes are really just bad and it isn't as entertaining... Did I mention
slow? you feel like the game is dragging and just don't want to play 3. All my opinion, but I would skip this one... ORE is a fun
way to spend some time murdering space bugs. They weren't kidding about those recommended specs, but I'm basically playing
on a microwave with a screen, so you PC Master Race folks shouldn't have too much trouble. Grab some controllers and some
friends and collect some ORE!. First run ended after playing the tutorial, then jumping into the actual game, only to find myself
outside of the map, wandering around until an event triggered and the game locked up.

Second run ended when I found out that ESC instantly closes the game.

Third run ended when I skipped the tutorial, went right into the game and was unable to move at all.

A game Obsidian would be proud of.. RILLY GOOD GAME but i think a multyplayer opshon would be a nice touch
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Very good game, Interesting story with some random elements and alot of choises. There are so many different endings to this
game that you can play through it over 30 times and still come out with a new outcome each time 5/5. I found this one
interesting, though it helps having a guide to get to the ending proper if you dont have the patience to trigger things through trial
and error. It's very amatuer (voice acting is only passible, for example), but there are some neat ideas there. Three bucks is
definitely a good price for it.. On the hole a generally enjoyable experience. I do hope the developer updates this experience
later on as there is a lot of lost potential.

Please allow normal walking options (my personal pet peeve) the current move setup forces you to clip through walls and floors
Better textures,
Different scenery options would really go well to give a better idea of scale and speed (good examples would be flying over the
pyramids and the titanic, inside the hanger and at its maximum altitude.
Animations for the crew and passengers.
Maybe add information points around the ship (toggle on and off) so you can explore the ship at your leisure.. I bought this
game based on a recommendation, but sadly I would not recommend it myself. It's about 10 minutes worth of gameplay done
through several turns with a little epilogue. It says the game "randomizes a unique story every time you play", but on my second
play through the results were already repeating themselves exactly as before.

It's too bad, this is a lovely little game with beautiful artwork and music. The game is so short that you really don't care if
anything "bad" happens, because you'll just finish and start a new game in five more minutes. Your choices really don't have
much impact.

The main reason I'm not recommending this is based on how much gameplay/replay value you get for the purchase price.
There's no reason this game should be priced over $4.99 at most.. A series of VR environments that are not interactive, but
completely explorable.

This is a showcase of what the potential is for high end AAA games in VR. If we can get graphics like this, combined with
interactivity, and something to shoot then sign me up.

Unfortunately it may cause motion sickness in those who are sensitive to it. I love the natural motion, but they might want to add
teleport, as an option.

The scenes loaded VERY quickly (less than 2 seconds), so the transition between environments is almost unnoticeable.

Plus how can you negatively review anything that is even remotely cool and free to boot.

. I love the Commands & Colors boardgames. However I cant recommend this as there are too many bugs. Several times the
cards dont work. The UI has visual bugs. On top of this the graphics and sound are not very good. The price is too high for a
product of this quality.. Why would anyone pay for this?. A disappointment.

I'm writing this review right after I've finished the game.

Some of the puzzles are just way to hard and you are punished for making experimental choices (like dying). You will have to
inspect every single pixel if you're playing in gamer mode. 2nd part of the game is very linier and if you miss a single one of the
20 collectables you won't unlock the extra content and you can't go back to get what you missed.

I played the previous Tex Murphy adventures. I remember I enjoyed them but this one will be forgotten although there are some
enjoyable moments half of the time. Response selection does not seem to have any impact at all and in the end the game is
completely linier.

Replay value is close to zero.. One Of The Best If Not The Best Costume Sets in TOB

Plus this is less expensive.. 10/10

Star Shelter is the best VR game I have ever played to this day. The graphics are gorgeous, the content is continuous, you are
never left with nothing left to do. It is tense in some moments, scary in others, and relaxing too. You can create stuff to develop
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your base, you can explore surrounding spaceships and moon bases, you can build spacecraft, you can fight drones, you can play
the piano (in space). This game never stops suprising me, and I love it.

For £10 its and absolute bargain, I would have happily paid £30-£40 for this game, it is very well developed.

The Dev team is very active in the discord too, the game is still being worked on and improved.

Absolutely LOVE it.
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